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ABSTRACT

Digital holography provides a unique perspective towards studying aquatic particles/organisms. The ability
to sample particles in undisturbed conditions, coupled with the ability to generate 3-D spatial distributions is
currently unmatched by any other technique. To leverage these advantages, field experiments with the goal
of characterizing aquatic particle properties in situ, were conducted using a submersible holographic imaging
system. Diverse aquatic environments were sampled over 3 separate deployments between 2014 and 2017. The
areas included: (a) The Gulf of Mexico (GoM), in the vicinity of the Mississippi river plume; (b) Lake Erie; and
(c) East Sound in the US Pacific Northwest. A database of more than two million different types of particles
in the 10-10000 m size range, was created after processing > 100,000 holograms. Particle size distributions
(PSDs) exhibited a Junge-type distribution when characterized by size grouping into logarithmically spaced
bins. Particles/plankton were also classified into different groups (e.g. diatoms, copepods). Results presented
will be broadly grouped into two parts: (a) PSDs at different depths within the water column during the
occurrence of a Microcystis bloom at Lake Erie and individual cell counts within these colonies; and (b) Vertical
structure of plankton in East Sound, specifically the presence of diatom thin layers. Finally, the rich diversity
in species composition in the GoM and successful data collection towards creating a training set to implement
automated classification routines will be briefly discussed.

Keywords: Digital holography, phytoplankton, particle size distributions, marine optics

1. INTRODUCTION

The oceanic waters are densely populated by billions of vastly diverse particles.1 For example, the particle field in
a small water sample could potentially comprise both living and non-living matter, including sediment particles,
phytoplankton, zooplankton, and/or marine snow.These particles occur in a range of sizes and shapes and inhabit
all the world’s oceans, from the frigid Arctic/Antarctic regions to the tropical waters in low-latitudinal areas.
Particles could range from picoplankton, which could be as small as 0.2 µm in diameter, to colonial diatoms,
which can form colonies several cm in length. Due to their ubiquitous nature, particles play a major role
in several important areas, spanning the spectrum of ocean sciences. For example, with increasingly warmer
waters, and enhanced carbon absorption in the upper oceans, particles act as pathways to sequester this carbon
to the sea-floor.2 In coastal regions, quantification of sediment resuspension and transport is critical to modelers
and engineers addressing erosion problems.3 Particles can also be used as tracers to study the small-scale flow
structure and turbulence in the ocean.4,5 Particles are not homogeneously distributed throughout the water
column; understanding propagation of light through diverse particle fields in the water column is relevant to
remote sensing and marine ecology. For example, it has been recently shown that preferential particle orientation
can modify the backscattering of light in the oceans.6,7Thus, it is important to characterize particle/plankton
distributions and interactions in the world’s oceans.

Particle populations are quantified by either direct or indirect methods. Indirectly, particle properties are
inferred from inverse methods related to either acoustic or optical propagation through the water column.8,9

Inherently, this method is rife with assumptions about the particle field a priori, e.g., all particles are assumed to
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be spheres, which is more often than not, an unrealistic depiction. Direct methods, wherein particle counts are
obtained directly, can further be broadly grouped into (i) shipboard analysis of discrete water samples and (ii)
in situ methods. Water samples are collected via Niskin bottles and/or net tows and analyzed through standard
microscopy, or cytometry.9 However, these methods of collection and analysis can lead to particle breakage, either
during sampling or while passing through a flow chamber, leading to bias in the data towards smaller particle
sizes. The most accurate statistics are thus provided by in situ imaging methods that allow for remote sampling
of relatively large sample volumes, while slowly profiling the entire depth of the water column.Significant advances
since the turn of the millennium have led to enhanced capabilities in digital imaging, data storage methods/space
and reduction in computational costs. This has enabled high frequency in situ sampling of particle fields and
faster post-processing, thus leading to increased research in this area of focus.10

Digital holography is one such imaging technique, which has been increasingly used in recent years in studies of
particle-flow dynamics and biophysical interactions in natural environments.7,11,12 Holography is a non-intrusive
technique which fully resolves particle distributions within a 3-D sampling volume. Briefly, the technique involves
using a coherent light source (e.g., laser) to illuminate the region of interest to record the diffraction patterns
caused by the interference of light scattered by the particles and the undisturbed source beam.13 Numerical
reconstruction techniques can then be used to reconstruct 2-D planes at different lateral distances within the
sample volume.14 Thus, each hologram has the ability to provide the spatial 3-D distributions of all particles
within the sampling volume. A time series of this data can then be used to analyze spatial and temporal
variations in particle fields, thus opening up an array of questions that could be potentially addressed.

Figure 1. The HOLOCAM during various cruises/configurations: (a) A close-up of the HOLOCAM package during the
deployment in the Gulf of Mexico in May 2017. The typical location of the ADV with respect to the HOLOCAM can
also be seen here; (b) The HOLOCAM being deployed standalone in Lake Erie (Aug 2014); and (c) HOLOCAM with
a much larger instrumentation suite containing various optical/acoustic sensors at East Sound in the Pacific Northwest
(September 2015)

This paper reports on the deployment of a submersible holographic imaging system (HOLOCAM) to charac-
terize particle fields in diverse aquatic environments, including lakes, coastal oceans and fjords. The HOLOCAM
has been deployed in various configurations including as part of a comprehensive optical instrumentation suite,
along with acoustic instrumentation to characterize local small-scale turbulence, or standalone. The field exper-
iments will be described in Section 2 with a brief overview of the methodology, while sample results from each of
the three different field sites will be detailed in Section 3. We will conclude with a brief summary and discussion
of the results and current/future work in Section 4.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Submersible Holographic Imaging System

The HOLOCAM is a dual-resolution imaging system with two separate sample volumes, suitable for deployment
at depths up to 300 m. A 660 nm Nd-YAG laser acts as the coherent illumination source for the sample volume,
with a camera recording the resulting holograms. A laser at this particular wavelength is chosen because red
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light attenuates fastest underwater. Secondly, most aquatic organisms are insensitive to light in this region of
the visible spectrum. The two sample volumes have different resolutions: the high resolution data is recorded at
0.34 µm/pixel (field of view, FOV = 0.83 x 0.77 mm), while the low resolution data is acquired at 4.29 - 4.59
µm/pixel (FOV = 8.79 x 8.79 mm - 9.4 x 9.4 mm), during different deployments (the corresponding camera
is spatially shifted by a small distance between each deployment). Further details regarding the HOLOCAM
specifications as well as how the streamlined design helped minimize flow disturbance in the sampling volume
are provided in Nayak et al.7 Only data from the low resolution sample volume is discussed here, as the focus is
on large particles.

2.2 Field Measurements

The HOLOCAM was deployed either standalone or as part of a larger instrumentation suite, at three different
locations representing diverse aquatic environments, over the span of 4 years. Briefly, the locations included:
(a) East Sound, a fjord in the Pacific Northwest; (b) Lake Erie in Michigan; and (c) the Gulf of Mexico, in the
vicinity of the Mississippi river plume. More information on the specific locations and mode of deployment is
provided in the relevant sections. In all cases, the HOLOCAM recorded data during both descent and ascent.The
system was hand deployed at a rate of 4-5 cm/s, which enabled slow profiling of the entire water column. During
ascent, the sample volume was in the wake of the system, thus the flow was well and truly mixed, thus enabling
comparisons of the particle fields in both disturbed/undisturbed environments. Nayak et al.7 provide further
details of deployment procedures during a typical HOLOCAM profile.

2.3 Data Processing Techniques

Broadly, the processing involved to derive the particle distribution from a single raw hologram can be segregated
into three steps: (a) subtraction of the mean image from a time series of holograms, which eliminates background
intensity variations; (b) hologram reconstruction, which involves using numerically implementing the Fresnel
diffraction formula,14 thus yielding in-focus particles at different planes within the 4 cm sample volume; and
(c) generating a composite image, where all the in-focus particles are collapsed onto one plane to facilitate
post-processing. Various image processing and segmentation routines are then applied to the composite image
to isolate each individual particle, and create a database of several particle statistics, including but not limited
to, major axis length (MAL), aspect ratio (AR), orientation etc., for each hologram, and by extension, for the
entire profile. An exhaustive description on these methods has already been provided elsewhere.7 In the rest
of the manuscript, particle sizes are quantified using either the major axis length (MAL, which corresponds to
the longest particle dimension), and/or equivalent size diameter (D). The equivalent size diameter is defined as
D =

√
4A/π, where A is the area of the particle.

3. RESULTS

This section will be further sub-divided into three parts based on the different field locations. While only a few
profiles for each case are discussed here, the datasets chosen are representative of most of the datasets collected at
that particular location. Specifically, particle size distributions, vertical distributions of plankton, and interesting
phenomenon related to plankton ’patchiness’ such as ’thin layers’ and harmful algal blooms are discussed.

3.1 East Sound, Washington

3.1.1 Site description

East Sound is a fjord in Washington state in the Pacific Northwest. The general location has been well-studied,
with several efforts to study biophysical interactions in the last few decades.12,15 The HOLOCAM was deployed
as part of a combined optical and acoustic instrumentation suite for two weeks in September 2015. Further
details on the other instruments and the package itself can be found elsewhere.16 For the purposes of this
study, primarily the HOLOCAM data from two depth profiles (referred to as ES1 and ES2 henceforth) which
were recorded in quick succession to each other will be used to present particle characteristics. 2850 and 1467
holograms were analyzed respectively at each of the stations, ES1 and ES2.
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Figure 2. Video 1: A movie made of 190 holograms acquired while the HOLOCAM slowly profiled through a ’thin
layer’ during one of the depth casts at East Sound. A clear increase in particle abundance is seen around 2.7 m.

3.1.2 ’Thin layer’ formation

Video 1 shows the raw feed from the HOLOCAM during one descent. The movie is composed of 190 holograms,
with each frame depth-labeled to indicate the depth during the profile.It should be noted that these are un-
processed holograms; hence a majority of the particles are not in focus. Halfway through the movie, a sudden
increase in particle abundance occurs, lasting several seconds. Further below, the particle field drops back to the
background level. This happens as the HOLOCAM is slowly transecting a ’thin layer’ - a narrow, temporally
coherent patch of phytoplankton, which is strongly correlated to the local physical properties of the water col-
umn. Oftentimes, this is seen to coincide with the presence of a strong, stably stratified zone (pycnocline).17In
this case, the ’thin layer’ is caused by the presence of long aspect ratio particles which are dominated by Ditylum
brightwelli, a species of colonial diatom. To further evaluate the ’thin layer’ composition, all Ditylum sp. have
been isolated from the entire particle field. Following this, the data has been binned into 20 cm depth bins, i.e.,
all diatoms in holograms within a particular depth bin are counted. The process is repeated for each depth bin
through the water column, generating a vertical profile of diatom counts.The concentrations (mL−1) are then
calculated by dividing the count by the sample volume of each hologram times the number of holograms per depth
bin. Figure 3a shows the chlorophyll-a (chl-a) depth profile for ES1. A clear spike in the chl-a signature is seen

Figure 3. (a) Chl-a profile for station ES1; (b) Variations in diatom chain distribution of Ditylum sp. with depth for
ES1; (c) Chl-a profile for station ES2; and (d) Depth variations in diatom chain distribution for ES2. Bold dashed lines
represent extent of the pycnocline in both cases.Note the chl-a peak within the pycnocline, constituting the ’thin layer’.
The ’thin layer’ was primarily driven by Ditylum sp., as evidenced by peak in the diatom concentrations at same spatial
location.

between 2.7-4 m (the rough extent of the thermocline, indicated by the dotted line). The diatom concentration
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with depth for the same station (ES1) is shown in Figure 3b. The solid line is a 5 point running average of the
binned data. A distinct correlation between the chl-a peak and the enhanced diatom concentrations can be seen,
implying that the ’thin layer’ of diatoms is what is primarily driving the increased chl-a (and not smaller particles
which might not be resolved by our data). Similar trends are seen in chl-a and diatom chain concentrations for
ES2 (Fig 3c and 3d). A further comparison of diatom concentrations as a function of the chain lengths (MAL),
within and outside the ’thin layer’ is also carried out. Here, only diatom chains 375 µm and longer are considered
for analysis and the data is binned into 250 µm size bins. For example, all diatoms with chain lengths ranging
from 375-625 µm are binned in the 500 µm bin, while chain lengths between 625-875 µm are grouped under
the 750 µm bin, and so on. Figure 4a and 4b show the ’relative frequency of occurrence’, which is essentially
the ratio of the diatom chain concentrations (mL−1) within the layer to concentrations outside the layer. For
example, in Figure 4a, the diatom chains with lengths 500 µm are present at concentrations 1.5 times higher
within the layer than outside. Similarly, diatom chains with lengths of 2500 µm are nearly 4.5 times higher in
concentration within the layer. The trends for both runs (Figure 4a and 4b) show that most of the longer chains
are present within the ’thin layer’, with the relative increase peaking around the 2500 µm mark for both ES1
and ES2. This could potentially be related to higher availability of light at the surface, and/or other favorable
conditions within the layer, leading to enhanced growth rates and lengths.

Figure 4. (a) The ratio of diatom chains within and outside the ’thin layer’ as a function of chain lengths (MAL) for
ES1; (b) The ratio of diatom chains within and outside the ’thin layer’ as a function of chain lengths(MAL) for ES2

3.1.3 Particle size distributions

As the two datasets, ES1 and ES2, exhibit similar particle characteristics, we choose to show the particle size
distributions(PSDs) for only one run (ES1) here. To better understand the nature of the particle fields at the
given location, this analysis is not limited to only the diatom chains, but all recorded particles. Typically,
the power law (or Junge) distribution is used to represent oceanic PSDs.18,19 The exponent -γ represents the
slope of the Junge distribution, where the steeper the slope (higher -γ), the higher the concentration of smaller
particles. Flatter slopes imply larger particles are present in relatively high numbers. The data is binned into
logarithmically spaced size bins, with the differential particle concentrations represented with units L−1 µm−1.
For ES1, the PSDs are analyzed in 3 m depth bins throughout the entire water column (Figures 5a-5h). There is
a distinct bump between D=275-300 µm at 2.5 m (Fig 5a). This depth bin corresponds to the spatial location of
the ’thin layer’, where an enhanced number of long aspect ratio particles in this size range lead to this bump at
these particular range of D values. In Figures 5b-5h, there are two distinct regions with different slopes. Below
250 µm, the slopes are 1.67-1.92, while they are much steeper above 250 µm with slopes 5.5-6.The depth-averaged
PSD for ES1 (over all depths) is shown in Figure 5i. While multiple segmented slopes have been observed in
prior oceanic data,7,20 a recent study postulates turbulence could be the primary driver in this segmented slope,
potentially correlated to particle aggregation/breaking.21 The authors tie particle breakage/aggregation and

relate it to local turbulence structure, specifically the Kolmogorov length scale η = (ν
3

ε )1/4. Here, ν is the
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Figure 5. PSDs at 3 m depth bins for ES1: (a) 2.5 m; (b) 5.5 m; (c) 8.5 m; (d) 11.5 m; (e) 14.5 m; (f) 17.5 m; (g) 20.5
m; and (h) 23.5 m. (i) Depth averaged PSD over entire water column.

kinematic viscosity of seawater (1.1 x 10−6m2s−1), and ε is the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation rate.
In our case, the ADV data can be used to estimate the local TKE dissipation rate, and consequently η, which
lies between 1.2-1.5 mm for this station. This value is several times larger than the value of D where the slope
changes (300 µm), leading to the conclusion that D is not the correct length scale, at least in our data. The
MAL could be a more appropriate length scale for this analysis, and we will look to explore this in the future.
While our limited data prohibits an exhaustive study, a qualitative approach might hint at the effect turbulence
plays in breaking particles. During the depth profiles for ES1 and ES2, data is recorded during both downcasts
and upcasts. As mentioned before, downcasts are relatively slow and gently done so as to ensure minimum
disturbance to the particle field. On the other hand, the sampling volume is in the wake of the system during
upcasts, thus leading to a highly turbulent flow in this region. In Figure 6, the particles are first binned into
several aspect ratio groups and then a percentage change in particle populations within each bin is calculated.
A positive value indicates that more number of particles in a particular aspect ratio bin were present during
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the upcast rather than the downcast, while a negative value indicates the opposite. At both stations, it can
be seen that there are a greater number of small aspect ratio particles during the upcast and greater number
of large aspect ratio particles during the downcast. This pattern is consistent with the expectation that higher
turbulence leads to particle breakage, and thus lead to higher number of small particles in a given population.

Figure 6. Percentage change in the number of particles during downcast and upcast in any given aspect ratio bin for (a)
ES1; and (b) ES2.

3.2 Lake Erie, Michigan

Lake Erie, one of the five Great Lakes, is a large freshwater body at the US-Canadian border. There has been
an increasing occurrence of harmful algal blooms (HABs) here in the last couple of decades, characterized by the
enhanced presence of certain cyanobacterial species. In western Lake Erie, which is the focus of this particular
analysis, summer blooms are particularly driven by the cyanobacteria belonging to Microcystis sp. The increasing
HAB formations have been attributed to various factors such as climate change, eutrophication of waters due
to increasing nutrient runoffs from surrounding areas, and/or introduction of alien species which potentially
upset the ecosystem balance.22 These HABs can render water unfit for consumption, affect human health and
recreational activities. Thus, understanding the properties of HABs and the underlying mechanisms that drive
them is essential. To this end, a large, inter-institutional collaborative effort to study the bio-optical properties
of the cyanobacterial HABs was carried out in Western Lake Erie in August 2014.23 Different instrumentation
included sensors to measure the inherent optical properties (IOPs) through either vertical profiles or in towed
mode, as well as remote sensing reflectance. A detailed analysis of the data and other related conclusions can
be found elsewhere.23 The HOLOCAM was deployed separately (but in close vicinity to the other packages),
with the goal of characterizing the particle fields, with a special focus on Microcystis colony size and structure
in the water column. Two datasets taken in quick succession on August 21, 2014 (denoted as LE1 and LE2), in
an area dominated by Microcystis will be discussed here. For LE1, 795 holograms were included as part of the
analysis, while the corresponding number for LE2 was 850. A sample raw hologram with a Microcystis colony is
shown in Figure 7.

3.2.1 Particle size distributions

The PSD analysis methodology here remains the same as in the East Sound data discussed in section 3.1. The
PSD variations with depth for LE1 and LE2, along with the depth-averaged PSD are presented in Figures 8a and
8b. For both these cases, the data has been binned at 1 m depths, and centered around 1 m, 2 m etc. Only the
topmost bin is narrower, with a 0.5 m depth and centered at 0.25 m. The PSD is characterized by a lack of two
distinct linear segments as seen in the East Sound particle fields. There is only one linear region between 50-150
µm, where the slope is about -2.5 for both stations. However, a distinct bump is seen at D = 300 µm in the top
three bins at both stations, especially noticeable for LE1. This bump represents an enhanced presence of particles
at or around that equivalent size diameter range. This interesting phenomenon was missing at other stations
in Lake Erie where Microcystis was absent or present in low numbers.23 Previous studies23 also link this size
range to impact of colony size on vertical migration - for example, maximum ranges of migration occurred when
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Figure 7. Sample raw hologram (without image corrections) showing a Microcystis colony. To provide a measure of the
colony size, the cropped field of view is 7.7 x 7.7 mm here.

colonies were 200 µm in size.24 Thus, it is important to isolate the Microcystis colonies from the other particles to
study this aspect further. Figures 8c and 8d show the histogram of the Microcystis colony sizes (after segregating
them from the general particle population) for both stations. As the figures clearly depict, most of the colonies
in the resolved size ranges are clustered around 200-300 µm, again coinciding with the optimal size for vertical
migration. Our data also provides the ability to estimate the cell counts of Microcystis, based on colony size.
Juong et al.25 carried out a controlled study and conclude that the the cell counts correlate more closely with
the volume of a given colony, rather than the colony area. They propose the following empirical relationship:
C = 0.00195V + 1931, where C is the number of cells and V is the volume of any given colony. Based on the
isolated colonies from the holographic data, we can use the above relationship and get an estimate of the vertical
structure of the cell counts in the water column. It should be noted that this analysis is based on only large
aggregates which can be definitely isolated and identified as Microcystis colonies, and ignores smaller colonies
and/or individual cells. While this approach leads to lower error in other particles being wrongly identified as
Microcystis, it also very likely underestimates the actual cell counts. Figures 9a and 9b show the vertical profiles
for the cell counts, binned at 0.5 m depths. Both show similar trends, with a high concentration of Microcystis
cells in the topmost bin (1.35 x 106 cells/mL). The concentration drops uniformly with depth upto 4.25-4.5 m,
where it is only a quarter of the surface cell count. Below this, however, the cell counts pick up over the bottom
1-2 m, almost reaching 1 x 106 cells/mL at the bottom-most sampled location.

3.3 Gulf of Mexico

As part of a cruise of opportunity, the HOLOCAM was deployed in the Gulf of Mexico in May 2017, together
with certain ancillary instrumentation (optical and acoustic sensors). The areas sampled included the Mississippi
river outflow into the Gulf, which is laden with a rich variety of particles, ranging from organic detrital matter to
sediments to diverse phyto/zooplankton. Several profiles were also acquired in relatively clear waters in the deep
waters of the Mississippi Canyon, representative of the open ocean. In total, 60 different stations were sampled,
leading to acquisition of several TB of holographic images.

3.3.1 Current work

Work is currently underway to tackle the large database in a structured manner. Figure 10 provides an illus-
tration of a typical depth profile and the variety of organisms present at different regions in the stratified water
column, along with the vertical density (σT ) structure. The primary goal with this holographic database is
to create training sets using several thousand in-focus images of various species. Automated classifiers would
then potentially be able to segregate particles into various groups,26 thus facilitating studies on various scientific
questions including quantification of nearest neighbor distances, spatial patterns between various phytoplank-
ton/zooplankton which could provide insights into predator-prey interactions, etc. While several in situ studies
in these areas have been carried out, the results have been limited by existing technology at those times.27,28

Re-approaching these questions and tackling them using current data analysis techniques could open up hitherto
unexplored avenues of research.
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Figure 8. PSD variations with depth for (a)LE1; and (b) LE2, with the depth-averaged PSD overlaid. Histograms of
colony concentrations in various size ranges for (c) LE1; and (d) LE2.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Several field deployments of a digital submersible holographic imaging system (HOLOCAM) in diverse aquatic
environments have been detailed. The inherent advantage of holography over standard 2-D imaging is the ability
to sample remote, undisturbed volumes, and characterize in situ particle fields at high resolutions. Particles
quantified include marine detrital matter and different planktonic species. At East Sound, the presence of a
’thin layer’ of enhanced particle abundance was recorded, coinciding with a strong pycnocline. The ’thin layer’
was dominated by Ditylum brightwellii, a species of colonial diatom. Vertical distributions show that while
the diatom chains across the resolved length ranges were present uniformly at higher concentrations within the
layer, almost all of the longest chains were concentrated within the layer itself. The difference in aspect ratios of
particles during downcasts and upcasts also shed some qualitative insight into the effect of turbulence in breaking
of particles. At Lake Erie, the presence of a HAB, driven by enhanced concentrations of the cyanobacterial species
Microcystis, was reported. The PSDs for the entire particle field show a distinct bump in the size range where
enhanced migration of Microcystis colonies have been reported. This trend is supported by the histogram of
various sizes of isolated Microcystis colonies which show that most colonies are in the 250-300 µm size range.
Finally, the rich diversity of planktonic species and a successful data collection cruise in the Gulf of Mexico have
been discussed. The vast database of holographic data will act as an ideal training set to implement machine
learning algorithms for facilitation of particle segregation into different groups. If successful, this would be a
significant step towards facilitating studies on in situ biophysical interactions, including but not limited to, 3-D
spatial patterns, predator-prey interactions, and heterogeneity in plankton communities in the ocean.
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Figure 9. Vertical profiles of Microcystis cell counts using the empirical relationship provided in Juong et al.25 for (a)
LE1; and (b) LE2.

Figure 10. Collage of different planktonic species at various depths during a single vertical profile in coastal Gulf of
Mexico waters, illustrating the rich diversity.
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